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Researcher Profiles
Keep your Researcher Profiles updated, consistent and public
Institutional Repository
Research Papers

DR-NTU

Welcome to DR-NTU (Open Access)

We aim to capture, store and preserve the scholarly output of Nanyang Technological University (NTU) and make it available to the global research community. The repository contains open-access collections.

We accept the following categories of publications in our Open Repository. Please email us for clarification.

- Journal Articles
- Conference Articles

Announcements
Researchers can submit papers to DR-NTU via RIMS.

Bonus Features!
1. Share a paper via social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, etc.).
2. Check the number of times a paper has been viewed or downloaded.

Related links
- Academic Profiles
- ORCID
- DR-NTU (Accessed Access)
- DR-NTU (FAQ)
- Submission Procedures

Communities in DR-NTU
Select a community to browse its collections.

1. Schools
2. Research Centres and Institutes
3. Administrative Departments

Total Hits: 23,719

File downloads
Item views

Downloads / month
All Bitstreams June 2018 July 2018 August 2018 total
This community 59 45 8 15,962

DR-NTU (OPEN ACCESS) https://dr.ntu.edu.sg/

NIE Digital Repository

The NIE Digital Repository aims to organise, preserve and facilitate dissemination of publications and research output of the National Institute of Education (NIE).

Most of the items are available for open access. Examination papers are available to NIE staff/students only. Dissertations/theses are available to NIE staff/students (on-site and off-site) and NTU staff/students (on-site only). Approach Service Desk for assistance. Centre for Research in Pedagogy and Practice (CRPP) research reports are accessible to NE staff only.

NIE Publications & Research Output

Communities in DSpace

Most Viewed

Learning about problem based learning: Student teachers integrating technology, pedagogy and content knowledge

Country

SG - Singapore
CN - China
US - United States of America

https://repository.nie.edu.sg
Research Data

DR-NTU (Data Repository)

DR-NTU (OPEN ACCESS)  https://dr.ntu.edu.sg/

NIE Data Repository

https://researchdata.nie.edu.sg
Altmetrics Tool: PlumX
Use PlumX to measure your impact comprehensively
Library Services
Supporting the Research Cycle

- Provide industry scanning and emerging trends forecast literature
- Acquire data sources
- Write Data Management Plan (DMP)
- Provide advice on copyright issues

- Support long-term preservation of research output
- Promote reuse of data

- Generate scholarly impact reports
- Leverage on social media and networks
- Set up physical and online showcases

- Create project website and digital archive
- Explore digital tools and approaches
- Visualise data to identify patterns and insights
- Provide personalised research information needs consultation

- Submit papers with ORCID
- Design infographics & video abstracts
- Store final data in data repository
- Keep manuscripts in DR-NTU
- Provide DOI minting

- NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY | SINGAPORE
Thank You!!!